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EWritingPal there is a marketing strategy that has existed for a long time not hear much about solo
ads more calls. One ad has the potential to generate a huge number of wires at the same time for
your online business. EWritingPal what are ads solo? they bought small classified readers ezines
online newsletters. You are buying the right to advertise your business to the mailing list owner.
EWritingPal but make sure you are placing your ads are not supported. No other ads are placed
with the solo, it is only a statement of the ad on the page to indicate that any means. EWritingPal
you want to make sure that the ezine has over 10,000 active subscribers. If your target niche home
business providing ezine is.

EWritingPal

The best way to look at one ezine is to write it yourself. Subscribe allows you to see what content is
currently distributed and how many mailing out a week. EWritingPal good points are: less
restrictions copyyour ad ad stands alone on pagedepending on the size of the list has the potential
to be viewed by thousandsallows you can get more water in one shot, the potential for 50 or
moreoffering free report or add a video to increase your open ratethe bad points are: it is not always
easy to find a quality ezine in your target nicheyou may lose money on some of the ads, because
ads copyyou must book and pay for your ad in advancedepending to your ezine ad may not be sent
out for 2-4 weekscost of mailing could run $ 100.

00 and upwardsso, how can you overcome some of the bad points about the solo ads? first start
with the ad copy. EWritingPal one important note to make sure the headline, the body of the ad and
the page you want to send a person after they click on the link and congruent. If these three things
have the same message, you may lose a potential lead. A good way to test your ads without
spending a lot of money is to find some of the smaller ezines solo ads that offer free or cheap. You
may have to try and rewrite some ads to get an acceptable answer, but once you get to this ad. A
good idea to talk to the owner of the newsletter to your subscribers, and they look like if it is
recommended to. eWritingPal solo ads as a marketing strategy for your online business will bring a
lot of potential customers. Please note that only the target location to find the right ezines and less
expensive places small ads on the first copy of the test.
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Â LYNN OSBORNE - About Author:
a eWritingPal veda horner if you found this article of value you can find more marketing strategies
on my blog be sure to get your free report top 5 strategies for creating a targeted free leads.
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